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If you like to make a serious picture funny or funny picture hilarious, then you will love the apps we have for you today. Add a mustache to your mom's face, or warp your teacher's face. You can even insert your face onto the celebrity body for extra laughter. We've put together some of the funniest photo
apps you can find in the Google Play Store to keep you amused and give personal touches to your photos. Camera Fun FreeThe first app on our list is the Camera Fun Free app. What makes this app fun to use is that you can apply different photo effect lenses to capture photos. You don't need to capture
a photo then edit it afterwards. What this app gives you instant editing is because by the time you capture your photo, the Fun Free camera has already applied the effects. All you have to do is switch to the different types of lenses available in the app. The free version gives you 6 lens effects to choose
from and the pro version of the app has 29 lens effects to choose from. So if you want instant photo effects you better give the camera Fun Free a try. Camera Fun Free for Android on AppBrainPaper CameraWatching cartoons on television is one thing, but actually seeing the world around you as a
cartoon can be extraordinary. Thanks to the paper chamber, you can see the world in a different way. What this app does is that it caricatures your pictures and you can be your own cartoon character through the camera. Just like the Fun Free camera, this app applies the effect directly to your photos
rather than adding it afterwards. So once you've turned on the camera, you'll see real things turn into a cartoon through the lenses. Some of the available effects are cartoon, sketch, comic, semi tone, and neon. Check out how you look like a cartoon character with a camera paper camera Camera.Paper
for Android on AppBrainLightbox PhotosIf you've tried the new Instagram for Android, you'd be interested to know that Lightbox Photos could be a suitable replacement for it. Lightbox Photos allows you to edit photos using effects to make them more interesting. You can add post effects to the photo or
give it that retro camera look. And if you think you've created a great photo, you can share it with your friends through social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, Flickr and Foursquare. You can also view your photos online by creating a Lightbox account. One of the great things about Lightbox
Photos is that you can publish your own photo blog. The app also works well with other Android photo apps. Lightbox Photos for Android on AppBrainLINE CameraIf you are the type Wants to add different photo post effects like stamps and frames, the LINE camera app that fits your needs. The LINE
camera allows you to add cool frames, stamps and filters to photos with more than 100 different types of frames, 600 marks, 18 filters and 156 brushes Choose from. You will also be able to use brushes and text as stamps, and if you want to add a unique and personal touch, you can create your own
stamps. You can create stamps with illustrations and messages to make your photos more interesting. Once you've created your funny photo, you can share them through LINE, Facebook and other social networking sites. Line camera for Android on AppBrainPhoto WarpIf you want funny photos that you
can laugh at, then Photo Warp can give you hours of entertainment. This app is the perfect tool if you want to make fun of people's faces, or even your own. The classic prank drawing on someone's face marker can now be comparable to using this app. You can really make things look very strange and
alien by warping, bending, and distorting pixel photos to desire your heart. You can make yourself thinner, thicker, or even make your boobs look bigger. All you have to do is move the cursor and drag around the pixels of the photo. You can open photos from the app gallery and edit them. Once you're
done with your funny photos, this app also lets you share them online so you and your friends can enjoy a few rounds of laughter. Photo Warp for Android on AppBrainCamera IllusionThe next fun photo app that we have for you camera illusion. This app is great for quick photo editing. Take funny photos
and add cool effects, filters and masks to make it look better. This app doesn't really have much opportunity to brag about; It's simple photo editing by adding post photo effects, but the great thing about camera illusion is that it's very powerful. So if you are a professional then you are definitely like using
this app because of the excellent quality it provides. You can get more from this app if you buy a pro version, but if you're a beginner then the free version should do the trick for you. Camera illusion for Android on AppBrainDoodle Text! If you like to draw on paper, then you probably love drawing on your
Android device with Doodle Text!. This app is not a photo editing app that gives you cool effects, filters and other things that most photo apps show off. If you are bored with the usual way of sending a text message, then you should try this app that allows you to draw messages in photos. Try to send your
partner a new way to say: I love you. For people who want to fax a caption, just scribble it and send it as a photo. If photos say a thousand words, force them another thousand with Doodle Text!. Doodle Text! - Draw a photo sms for Android on AppBrainFunny CameraIfify if you're talking about fun photo
apps for Android, then you don't want to miss out on Funny Camera. This app can be very simple, but it packs all the right features to make you laugh. It provides you with frames and cameras for your perfect funny shot. If you ever wanted to be great work of art, replace the face of the Mona Lisa with you
yourself. Leonardo da Vinci would be proud. You can play with lots of frames and cams that the app has for you. Just fit heads to the holes to create funny photos. Funny camera for Android on AppBrainImage FakerAnother fun photo app you should check out this image of Faker. It's more or less the
same as the Funny Camera app, but has more features you can explore. All you have to do is choose a photo from your gallery, place it on the frame, and laugh at the funny photos that you can create. You can choose from the hrafined photos in the app. What's even more fun is that you can create
wallpapers, backgrounds, photo montages, illusions and other interesting effects that you can use for your funny photos. Share the fun with your friends by sharing your photos via MMS and Facebook.Image Faker for Android on AppBrainFacesLast, but not least, these are faces. If you want to make fun
of your faces in an instant you can do it with this app. Add effects such as hats, glasses and facial hair to make your photos more fun. Unlike some apps, the effects of this app look very realistic. People actually look like they are wearing a hat, glasses or even a beard. You will have a great time cheating
friends and family. You can find different kinds of hats, glasses and facial hair to choose from. With faces, you can create your own disguise in a fun and easy way. Faces - Photo Fun for Android on AppBrainWhat are you waiting for? Download one, or all, of these fun apps and start exercising your funny
dice. They will look great on scrap books and make the precious moment even more memorable. End of the line! End of the line! Many Android phones are equipped with a high-quality camera designed to capture the smallest details and functions of your subject, and although they are not technically at
the same level as the DSLR camera, you can still take the perfect photo with only your phone if you know how to use it. Even if you're a beginner, you can quickly learn how to capture amazing photos from your Android phone (and if you're actually a beginner, be sure to check out our top 10 Android
photography tips for beginners!) here are some useful tricks to help you take the best photos from your Android device! Explore the camera settings To get to know your phone and all the camera settings before you start shooting and you'll feel a lot more comfortable capturing your shots! While shooting
with a stock camera the phone is great for 99.9% of photos - especially if you have the latest Samsung, LG or HTC phone Playing with different modes and settings can really allow you to experiment and get creative. Make sure your lens is clean Although it may seem obvious cleaning your phone's lens
can be a lot harder to remember than cleaning a DSLR lens. After all, there is no lens lens Protect your Android phone's camera from dirt and scratching like a professional camera. Wearing around a small fabric cleaning lens, or even with a small micro-fiber lens cleaning patches stitched on the inside of
a purse or jacket are simple ways to remind you to clean your phone lens and screen, so you're always ready to take clear shots with your phone. Or just use your shirt. Don't forget to clean the front lens, too! We break down how important cleaning lenses can be in our top 8 tips to make you an Android
photography expert. Forget flash: use external lighting when it's dark outside, it's a knee-jerk reaction to turn on the flash to illuminate your photos, but it's not always best for image quality. In fact, we'll go even further: Don't worry using the flash. Almost ever. Always try to find a natural light source when
you take your photos. If you are in a restaurant and want to snap a picture of your food, try to get a seat by the window so that you can grab all the food details with perfect lighting. If you want to take a selfie, try posing in front of a large window. Not only will it make your face and features light up - even
on a cloudy day - but it will darken the background and make you the center of attention. If it is absolutely impossible to capture your photo without natural light (and sometimes it is), try your best to find another external light source like a lamp or even a candle. While this may seem silly, almost any other
lighting will look better than a flash, especially since you then have more control over what you choose to illuminate and highlight in your photos. Harvest, don't scale just like flash your Android phone, zoom is another affordable option for phonegraphers that should be avoided like photographic plague.
The zoom can reduce the quality of your photos, and you can actually cut out something you haven't noticed in a photo that you can find amazing when you look at the picture while editing. It's hard to remember when you're shooting, but your Android device isn't the same as a DSLR camera: you can't
just zoom in on something and the quality stays pretty much the same. Many professional photographers avoid increasing altogether and prefer farming strategically in the editing process afterwards, so they don't miss out on everything they captured in the picture. If you really need to get in close contact
with your topic, pick yourself up and physically move closer to it rather than using your zoom. This is the best way to gain creative control over the subject of photography without using zoom to spoil the overall image quality. Explosion first, ask questions later Bursting can Lazy way to take pictures, but it's
probably the most effective way to capture your perfect shot! Whether it's a selfie, landscapes or a masterpiece masterpiece Eating using a blast is a great way to take a bunch of photos without stress: just hold the shutter button and your phone will take quick-fire shots that you can browse later to find the
perfect one. While the pile of photos you take with the explosion will be horribly and totally unusable, there are bound to be a few gems lurking there. Take the time to go through your blast shots and choose the best ones, and always be sure to remove the bad blast photos so they don't take place on your



phone. Find your favorite photo editing app Once you've finished shooting, you'll want your photo game by editing photos with your favorite editing app. There are many photo editing apps to choose from, and they all do their own unique things like overlaying certain filters, allow you to edit brightness and
contrast, and even add text or stickers to your photos. Photo editing apps are also a great tool if you're not sure about the photos you've taken. You can even save some photos through a bit of editing and customization if you're worried about quality. Follow your favorite photographers on social networks
Sometimes with the best photos from your Android phone doesn't start with your camera app; It starts with a quick visit to social media to get motivated from Android phone photographers who are already taking beautiful photos! Having some of your favorite photographers on social media is an amazing
way to get ideas, see what kind of art other people are creating, and get motivated to go out and start shooting. Some of them may even reply in the comments if you ask them how they shot a particular subject in a particular style or how they managed to edit a particular photo to look a certain way. Crawl
around to discover the page on Instagram and see what other android phone photographers have shot. Start by imitating the style you love and it will eventually turn into your own. Some photographers on social media even share their tips and tricks for shooting, so be sure to check out a bunch of
different profiles for inspiration. Is it your turn is there any tips and tricks for taking amazing photos from your Android phone that we may have missed? Let us know in the comments below. We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. More.
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